To: Prof. Kazuhito HASHIMOTO  
President  
National Institute for Materials Science

Request for NIMS MATERIALS DATA SHEET

1. Name of the company or organization to which you belong, and the address.

2. Business of the company, etc.

3. Required the NIMS DATA SHEET Nos.
   
   Creep DATA SHEET Nos.  
   Fatigue DATA SHEET Nos.  
   Corrosion DATA SHEET Nos.  
   Space Use Materials DATA SHEET Nos.

4. Purpose of using the NIMS DATA SHEET.

5. Technical papers in exchange for the NIMS DATA SHEET (Mandatory)

6. Mailing Address of the DATA SHEET

Send this form to: Structural Materials Testing Platform  
National Institute for Materials Science  
1-2-1 Sengen, Tsukuba Ibaraki  
305-0047, JAPAN

Email: datasht@nims.go.jp